Fact Sheet

What is sedentary behaviour?
• A child who obtains at least 60 minutes per day of
Sedentary behaviour is not defined simply as a lack of
moderate physical activity can still be considered
physical activity. It is a group of behaviours that occur
sedentary if they spend a great deal of their time sitting
whilst sitting or lying down and that require very low energy
or lying down, eg, playing video games.
expenditure. The low energy requirements distinguish
sedentary behaviours from other activities that also occur
Common examples of sedentary behaviours include:
while sitting down, but which require greater effort.
• sitting while at work or school
• watching television
• Sitting while reading a book is a good example of a
• using a computer or playing video games
sedentary behaviour.
– this excludes ‘active’ gaming
• Being seated while using a rowing machine would
• reading
not count as sedentary behaviour as this activity
• sitting while socialising with friends or family
requires effort.
• sitting in a car or other form of motorised transport –
A sedentary individual is different from someone who is
for a young child, this could include being carried in a
considered inactive.
car seat or pushed in a buggy.
Inactive can be used to describe those who are performing
insufficient amounts of moderate and vigorous physical
activity, ie, not meeting the physical activity guidelines.
• An adult who completes the recommended 150 minutes
per week of moderate physical activity can still be
considered sedentary if they spend a large amount of
time seated, for example, at their desk at work.

Examples of seated or reclining behaviours which are
not sedentary:
• sleeping
• using an exercise machine, like a stationary exercise
bike or bench press
• pushing yourself in a wheelchair
• performing chair-based exercise
• floor-based play in young babies.
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Health outcomes of sedentary behaviour
Adults
• Sedentary behaviour is associated with an increased
risk of:
• type 2 diabetes
• cardiovascular disease
• metabolic syndrome
• death from all causes.
• There is inconsistent evidence as to whether sedentary
behaviours lead to an increased risk of certain types
of cancer.
• Emerging evidence suggests sedentary behaviour has a
negative effect on depression and mental wellbeing.
• The link between sedentary behaviours and
overweight/obesity or weight gain remains possible,
but is unproven.

• Evidence suggests that children who spend more time
in front of a television or computer screen are heavier,
but this link is not strong. This relationship is further
complicated as there is some evidence that increased
screen time may lead to greater consumption of high
calorie foods.
• Emerging evidence suggests a small link between
sedentary behaviour and poor mental health.

Developing negative habits of sedentary
behaviour over time
Children who tend to be more sedentary have a good
chance of continuing to be sedentary as adolescents. This
suggests sedentary habits developed early in life tend to
be relatively unchanging over time.

Children
• There is some evidence that sedentary behaviour is
linked with:
• lower levels of aerobic fitness
• risk of cardiovascular disease.
• As in adults, the relationship between sedentary
behaviours and weight is mixed.
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